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ABSTRACT
This paper presents MithriLog, a log analytics platform with near-
storage accelerators for high-performance, cost- and power-efficient
unstructured log processing.MithriLog offloads log analytics queries
to an efficient near-storage FPGA implementation of a token query-
ing engine, which can take advantage of the high internal band-
width of storage devices within the available chip resource limi-
tations. This engine is flexible enough to handle complex queries
including template search based on user-defined tree-based tem-
plate libraries, as well as concurrent execution of multiple queries.
MithriLog also uses a log-optimized version of a simple, high-
throughput compression algorithm in order to further improve
the effective bandwidth of backing storage.

Evaluated with complex search queries on large real-world log
datasets, MithriLog achieves an order of magnitude higher perfor-
mance over software systems, even against more expensive ma-
chines with enough DRAM to stage the entire dataset. Furthermore,
MithriLog delivers constant performance regardless of query com-
plexity, resulting in further improved performance benefits with
more complex queries. By replacing costly DRAM with storage and
power-hungry CPU threads with FPGAs, MithriLog dramatically
improves the cost-effectiveness and accessibility of log analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collecting and analyzing log data in both cloud and edge deploy-
ments is a critical tool for large-scale systemmanagement including
monitoring and insight [4, 47, 52, 82], as well as detecting abnormal
behavior and security issues [12, 18, 34, 63, 79], and even program
verification [1]. As such, logs are important components in many
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computer systems, especially in enterprise deployments [7, 70].
As hardware and software systems become exponentially more
complex, the rate and volume of log collection is also increasing
rapidly [19]. Due to their sheer size and rate of collection, typical
use pattern of logs involves firstly storing everything to the storage
and then running queries [66, 68].

One of the biggest hurdles of effective log analytics is the typi-
cally unstructured nature of logs [12, 19, 46, 63, 70]. Logs of interest
are typically generated by wide range of independent software and
hardware sources [46], via various tools spanning from prinf()
and System.out() to specialized logging libraries [9, 14]. The un-
structured nature of log text makes it a bad fit for regularly struc-
tured relational databases and its optimizations [12, 46, 63]. The
algorithmic complexity of processing unstructured text becomes
a primary bottleneck in scaling the performance of log analyt-
ics [53, 54, 70], making it a natural target for improvement.

Figure 1 shows a subset of such a real-world log file from a super-
computing environment [47, 48]. Unlike relational database tables
with pre-determined schemas, each line in an unstructured log can
have its own format and structure, as they are often generated
by different programs using different templates for encoding rele-
vant information into human-readable text. This renders structured
table-based approaches ineffective, and the first step in automated
log analytics is typically parsing unstructured log text to determine
which template each log line belongs to. The example in Figure 1
shows three such templates, with underlines for key words — or
key terms or tokens — used for template identification. For example,
a line with terms RAS, KERNEL, and INFO, but not FATAL can be
determined as belonging to template 2. In the rest of this paper,
term and token are used interchangeably to refer to a textual word
which is separated by delimiters. A library of templates for pars-
ing purposes can be hand-constructed by a programmer or by an
algorithm, and can contain hundreds of templates [41, 84]. The
example templates have been automatically extracted by a tem-
plate tree-based algorithm, which we will describe in more depth
in Section 4.3.

In this paper, we present the design and evaluation of MithriLog,
a log analytics system with near-storage hardware acceleration.
Based on the observation that importantworkloads such as template
identification works in term units instead of individual characters,
MithriLog implements a hardware accelerator for complex token-
based line-wise log filtering based on cuckoo hashing, instead of a
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17465:- […] 2005-06-04-23.50.37.944342 R24-M0-NC-I:J18-U01 RAS APP FATAL ciod: Error loading /home/[…]: invalid or […]

17466:- […] 2005-06-04-23.50.38.060253 R20-M1-N4-I:J18-U11 RAS APP FATAL ciod: Error loading /home/[…]: invalid or […]

17467:- […] 2005-06-05-00.08.05.726278 R25-M0-N3-C:J09-U11 RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.2682

17468:- […] 2005-06-05-00.08.05.746569 R25-M0-N3-C:J15-U11 RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.2808

[omitting 272 lines]

17741:- […] 2005-06-05-00.08.13.345847 R20-M0-N2-C:J14-U11 RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.3756

17742:KERNDTLB […] 2005-06-05-00.08.13.410695 R20-M0-N2-C:J10-U11 RAS KERNEL FATAL data TLB error interrupt

17743:- […] 2005-06-05-00.08.13.433576 R20-M0-N2-C:J06-U11 RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.3758

17744:- […] 2005-06-05-00.08.13.453844 R20-M0-N2-C:J12-U11 RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.3629

17745:KERNDTLB […] 2005-06-05-00.08.13.577322 R20-M0-N2-C:J14-U01 RAS KERNEL FATAL data TLB error interrupt

Template 1

Template 2

Template 3

Figure 1: Example logs from the HPC4 dataset [47], with highlights for automatically identified keywords and templates [84].

more general-purpose regular expression matching. As a result, it
can take advantage of the highly parallel hash access performance
of hardware accelerators to reach almost 12 GB/s of throughput on
an FPGA prototype.

Since such a high bandwidth far exceeds the performance of the
PCIe-attached NVMe storage on our prototype system, MithriLog
introduces two options to improve the effective bandwidth of back-
ing storage, resulting in balanced performance between system
components. First, MithriLog is configured as a near-storage accel-
erator taking advantage of the relatively high internal bandwidth
of PCIe-attached SSDs compared to the PCIe or network band-
width [5, 27]. It also uses a log-optimized compression algorithm
fast enough to further improve the effective bandwidth of storage,
saturating accelerator performance using the same back-end stor-
age bandwidth. We present a novel, hardware-optimized compres-
sion algorithm for this purpose, that trades compression efficiency
for high performance and low hardware overhead.

The design goal of the filtering engine and compression algo-
rithm was to enable efficient hardware implementation. As a result,
the resulting system is able to achieve significantly higher per-
formance per chip resource compared accelerators implementing
general-purpose approaches designed for software implementation,
such as regular expression parsers [68] or LZ4 [38] compression.

MithriLog also includes software support including an in-storage
inverted index implementation tuned for accelerator performance,
allowing it to run real-world queries and evaluate its realistic end-
to-end performance against popular commercial systems such as
Splunk [62]. We evaluate the performance of MithriLog on various
queries for log discovery and iterative exploration on real-world
logs collected from supercomputers [47], using hundreds of queries
of variable complexity, algorithmically generated from the datasets
using the FT-Tree template extraction method [84, 85]. Queries
generated by FT-Tree are based on a log template library using a
frequency tree, and we demonstrate that the token filter engine is
flexible enough to support multiple such queries with hundreds
of terms, executing concurrently at no performance loss. Com-
paring the performance of the token filter as well as end-to-end
performance, MithriLog demonstrates over an order of magnitude
performance improvements over off-the-shelf systems such as Mon-
etDB and Splunk, while reducing the overall power budget of the
system thanks to power-efficient acceleration.

While queries evaluated for this work focus on the exploration
and discovery aspect of log analytics, more complex analytical oper-
ations such as principal component analysis [79] or clustering [36]

can also be implemented to benefit from the fast data extraction
capability of MithriLog.

This paper claims the following contributions:

• Design of a flexible, high-performance token filtering en-
gine for unstructured data based on cuckoo hashing, and
its evaluation on complex queries such as template-based
queries.

• Design and evaluation of architectural methods of improv-
ing the effective bandwidth of storage, including the near-
storage acceleration configuration and log-optimized com-
pression accelerators.

• Detailed analysis of our approaches in the context of large
unstructured log queries, demonstrating good end-to-end
performance and power efficiency against commercial off-
the-shelf log analytics systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
relevant background and related works, and Section 3 describes
the overall system architecture of a complete MithriLog system.
The next three sections describe the prominent components of
MithriLog in detail. Section 4 presents the design of the log token fil-
tering engine, and Section 5 presents our log- and FPGA-optimized
compression algorithm based on LZRW1. Section 6 describes the in-
storage inverted index design. Section 7 presents the performance,
cost, and power-efficiency evaluations of MithriLog. We conclude
with future work in Section 8.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Log Analytics
2.1.1 Log Analytics Systems. Log analytics is typically considered
not a good fit with conventional relational database management
systems (RDBMS) for many reasons, including the unstructured
nature of logs [19, 46, 70, 73], as well as the high overhead of ACID
compliance, which is of less importance for log analytics [40, 72, 81].
As a result, log analytics software is designed specifically to handle
unstructured logs.

Multiple off-the-shelf products support various aspects of log
collection, archiving, and analytics. Examples include Splunk [62],
Facebook LogDevice [7], Apache Kafka [10], Datadog [11], and
Elasticsearch [83]. Most of these tools support collecting, parsing,
indexing, querying, as well as some aggregation and visualization
functionality. These systems typically implement log-optimized
data structures such as inverted indices [26, 62, 83].

For use cases that require complex, application-specific ana-
lytics functions that are outside the scope of these tools, many
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custom log analytics systems have been built and deployed. Pop-
ular platforms for system development include various NoSQL
databases [39, 52, 81], as well as distributed computing frameworks
such as Hadoop [67] and Spark [52, 72].

2.1.2 Hardware Accelerators. Application-specific hardware accel-
erators, especially those using easily deployable Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs), are under active research due to their poten-
tial to reach superior performance and power efficiency compared
to software running on general-purpose processors [3, 50, 64, 71].

HAWK and HARE are a family of accelerators for unstructured
log analytics [13, 68], which use a parallel implementation of fi-
nite state machines to match string tokens at fast, deterministic
rate. HAWK and HARE’s projected ASIC implementation at 1 GHz
can achieve a deterministic throughput of 32 GB/s for token-based
search into unstructured logs. However, due to their complexity
the FPGA implementation had to reduce parallelism to fit on chip,
resulting in only 400 MB/s while consuming 12% of an Intel Ar-
ria V FPGA. It also did not take indexing structures into account,
restricting itself to full scans into the dataset.

A great amount of research also focuses on FPGA implementa-
tion of regular expressions, a key component in many unstructured
log analytics methods [23, 58, 80]. Such accelerators implemented
on CPU-FPGA hybrid platforms have been integrated into DBMSs
to achieve over an order of magnitude performance improvement
in query performance [59], demonstrating string matching is a
prominent performance bottleneck of database systems.

Other accelerator designs exploring similar computation patterns
include pattern recognition from event streams [75] which also used
an FPGA implementation of finite state machines to achieve net-
work speeds. In the realm of semi-structured data, FPGAs have been
used to parse and filter XML data using regular expressions [43],
tree matching [45], and more.

2.1.3 Log Template Extraction. An important class of log analytics
is template extraction, where patterns in unstructured logs are ex-
tracted in order to recognize log lines that are generated from the
same template. Once a template library is extracted, log exploration
and analytics can be reduced to focusing on their variable param-
eters. There are many proposed methods on template extraction.
Some methods use a prefix tree based method, which extracts more
common terms and organizes them into a tree where terms appear-
ing earlier in a line are closer to the root [6, 15, 17]. Some methods
use the frequency tree method, where positions of terms in each
line are ignored, and terms which globally occur more commonly
are placed closer to the root of the parse tree [16, 84, 85]. Other
methods have used genetic algorithms to discover common pat-
terns [42]. Figure 1 highlights the automatically extracted templates
and their keywords, discovered by the frequency tree-based FT-tree
algorithm [84, 85].

2.1.4 Log Compression. Compressing logs is also an important
topic due to the sheer size of logs.While general-purpose algorithms
such as DEFLATE [49] have also been used, many log-specific al-
gorithms have also been proposed. Many such algorithms take
advantage of the repeated patterns across log lines, and improve
compression by aligning at line boundaries [55, 60], discovering
consistent patterns across lines [37], and clustering lines of similar

structure [8]. The existence of repeated patterns across log lines,
even across different templates, can be seen in Figure 1. Parts of
time stamps and template messages can be efficiently compressed
with this insight. For regularly structured data, column-wise com-
pression also has shown good performance [35].

2.2 Near-Storage Acceleration
For large-volume data typically stored in an array of secondary
storage, placing computation on the storage itself has shown to
be beneficial. Near-storage processing can reduce storage access
latency and data movement overhead [30], as well as take advan-
tage of the relatively high internal bandwidth compared to the
economically provisioned communications link [5, 27]. As storage
performance scaling outpaces interconnect and software perfor-
mance [29], near-storage acceleration that removes these overheads
is expected to continuously become more important.

The new system configuration is also a good opportunity to
introduce power-efficient hardware accelerators [5, 24, 33] along
with the new programming model. The near-storage paradigm
has demonstrated performance, cost, and power efficiency benefits
across many application domains, including machine learning [28],
graph analytics [25, 32], and relational database queries [65, 78].
Many near-storage computation platforms exist, including the com-
mercially released SmartSSD from Samsung [33], MIT’s BlueDBM
prototyping platform [24], and others [69].

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the MithriLog system.
The system configuration consists of an off-the-shelf host server
machine augmented with the MithriLog storage device plugged
into PCIe. The storage device is a Solid-state Storage Device (SSD)
equippedwith decompressors and text filtering engines programmed
onto a near-storage accelerator, taking advantage of the typically
higher internal bandwidth of the storage device compared to the
PCIe link. We assume the storage medium is NAND-flash, since it
is the most prominent large-scale SSD technology. However, the
design of MithriLog is still applicable to other high-performance
solid-state storage technologies. Software on the host consists of
the accelerator-aware log analytics software, which also includes
an index structure for effective use of storage and computation re-
sources. The inverted index is designed to minimize host memory
usage during ingestion while still maintaining maximum storage
performance utilization.

Software

Index

Host MithriLog Storage

Page

Req

Page

Resp

PCIe

Filtering Engine

Decompressor

SSD

Figure 2: System architecture with MithriLog.
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When querying, host software first sends configuration com-
mands to the accelerator to program it with the tokens of interest,
if any, and what to do with them. Once the accelerator is configured,
the software can send page read requests to the storage device nor-
mally. For each query, the software can configure the decompressor
and filter engine pipeline to either forward the raw page directly to
host without doing any special processing, forward the page after
decompressing, or after decompressing and also passing through
the filtering engine. The resulting number of pages returned to host
software may differ from the originally requested number, and the
software is aware of this. The resulting stream of pages consisting
of filtered text can be further processed by the host software to
perform either complex analytics, or to simply display for the user
to explore.

The filtering engine uses multiple pipelines of cuckoo hashing-
based filters to implement wire-speed filtering of complex boolean
combinations of tokens, within the chip resource limitations. The
abstraction is flexible enough to program not only straightforward
filtering based on token presence, but also more complex queries
based on log templates. Many design decisions within the accelera-
tor implementation itself, such as datapath width, are also driven
by performance per chip resource usage.

The following sections present details about the design and im-
plementations of the major system components of MithriLog. More
details about the filtering engine are given in Section 4. The low-
overhead, high-performance log-optimized compression algorithm
and its accelerator is described in Section 5, and the in-storage index
structure in Section 6.

4 TOKEN FILTERING ENGINE
The heart of the MithriLog system is the near-storage accelerator
for filtering tokens in unstructured text. AMithriLog storage instan-
tiates multiple filter pipelines according to performance goals and
resource availability. For example, our FPGA prototype instantiates
four pipelines to achieve near wire-speed, almost 12 GB/s on our
hardware platform. More details regarding this design decision can
be found in Section 7.2.

The token filtering engine compares unstructured log text line-
by-line against a complex query consisting of boolean combinations
of up to hundreds of terms. The token filtering engine supports
queries expressed in the form of unions (the union set, ∪) of one
or more intersection sets (∩) each consisting of one or more tokens,
where each term can also be negated (¬). An example of such a
query is shown in Equation 1, which is a single union set composed
of two intersection sets. We will show that this is a flexible enough
representation for many important applications including template-
based filtering. This format can also be used to either encode one
complex query, or to evaluate multiple queries in parallel by joining
them with unions (∪).

(¬A ∩ B ∩C) ∪ (¬D ∩ ¬E ∩ F ∩G) (1)

Figure 3 describes the internal architecture of a filter pipeline,
which in turn includes multiple sub-modules working in parallel,
connected over wide datapaths. The datapath width is 128 bits in
our prototype implementation. This is a balance between higher

Tokenize

Tokenize

Tokenize

Hash 

Filter

Hash 

Filter

…

Tokenize

8 Tokenizers 2 Hash Filter1 Decompressor

Round-Robin 

Scatter

Round-Robin 

Gather

Round-Robin 

Gather

Decompressed line

Keep?
Decompress

Replicate

Figure 3: A token filter pipeline consists of multiple parallel
sub-modules to achieve wire-speed.

chip resource requirements of a wide bus, and the token length dis-
tribution statistics presented in Section 7.4. The figure also depicts
a decompressor module which will be presented in Section 5.

The token filter consists of two stages, the tokenizers, and hash
filters. The input to the system is first scattered round-robin to an
array of tokenizers, in textual line units. This process is made very
simple by making the decompressor emit line-aligned words, as
described in Section 5. The tokenized output is again collected by
the hash filters in the same, round-robin order to ensure correct
ordering. Hash filters evaluate the tokenized terms against queries
encoded as cuckoo hashes, and emit a stream of boolean values on
whether each line should be kept, or filtered out. The following
subsections describe these components in more detail.

4.1 Tokenizer Design
The filter pipeline uses an array of simple tokenizers operating in
parallel. After design-space exploration we designed our tokenizers
to ingest two bytes per cycle, as it showed better performance per
chip resource usage compared to designs processing one or four
bytes per cycle, due to clock speed and timing issues. Our prototype
instantiates eight such tokenizers per filter pipeline to achieve wire-
speed on the 128-bit (16 byte) datapath. Log data is scattered across
tokenizers line-by-line in a round-robin manner and gathered in
the same order, assuring in-order processing at the hash filter.

“R24-M0-NC-I:J18-U01 RAS APP FATAL […] directory”

R24-M0-NC-I:J18-

U01 RAS APP FATA

L…

…

R24-M0-NC-I:J18-

U01

RAS

APP

FATAL

directory

…      directory

…

Tokenize
Last of token

Last of line

Figure 4: The tokenizer emits each token aligned to the dat-
apath, along with two flags.
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Figure 4 shows an example input and output for tokenizing a log
line. The input is simply each log line streamed over multiple cycles,
and the tokenizer emits a stream of tokens aligned to the datapath.
Each output token is tagged with two single-bit flags. One tells the
downstream hash filter if this token is the last of the current token,
and is used if a token is larger than the datapath of 16 bytes and
must be sent over multiple cycles. The other flag is set if this token
is the last of the current line.

Emitted tokens are aligned to the datapath, and tokens that
have less data than the datapath are padded with zero bytes. This
means the tokenizer output may suffer data amplification, where
the data rate of tokenized output may be larger than the original
data due to padding bytes. We will show in Section 7.4 that there
is typically a factor of two data amplification, driving our design
decision of having two downstream hash filter modules per pipeline
even though each is capable of sustaining wire-speed. As a result,
each filter pipeline is capable of typically achieving wire-speed
despite the data amplification, processing 16 bytes of unstructured
text per cycle. This is 3.2 GB/s of throughput per pipeline on our
prototype clocked at 200 MHz.

4.2 Hash Filter Design
4.2.1 Cuckoo Hashing. MithriLog uses cuckoo hashes [51] to eval-
uate tokens against multiple queries at wire-speed. Queries are
given to the accelerator in the form of hash tables, into which the
software has encoded one or more queries. The query also includes
a number of bitmaps, which is described in Section 4.2.3.

Cuckoo hashing, a variant of hash tables, resolves collisions by
using two hash functions instead of one. A token can be inserted
into any of the two hash function results, if one or more slots are
empty. If both locations are occupied, the value stored in one slot
is evicted to store the new value. The evicted value is moved to
its alternate location, in turn evicting the already stored value,
if any. Insertion can fail if this chain falls into an infinite loop,
meaning such a query cannot be offloaded to our accelerator and
must fall back to conventional software processing. However, hash
table construction should succeed for typical queries since cuckoo
hashes are known to typically succeed with load factor of 0.5 or
below [31, 56]. We over-provision our hash table resources for this
purpose.

Compared tomore general approaches such as regular expression
matching, a token-based filter requires much less chip resources per
unit bandwidth, which is critical for our goal of extracting the best
performance from storage devices. We present a detailed perfor-
mance evaluation in Section 7.4. While token-based filtering cannot
handle some queries such as those including substring matches, it
still supports enough important query classes to be useful.

The benefit of cuckoo hashes for encoding tokens is twofold:
First, hash lookups can be done in a single cycle using on-chip Block
RAM, unlike an array or tree. Second, because cuckoo hashing
statistically can achieve placement if the number of values is less
than half the hash table capacity [31], it is a more compact method
than a standard hash table which can fail placement at the first
hash collision.

4.2.2 Hash Table Structure. Figure 5 describes the structure of a
cuckoo hash table used by MithriLog. The hash table in our proto-
type implementation has 256 rows, and we demonstrate it is large
enough to support realistic queries. However, it is trivial to make
both it much larger using on-chip Block RAM resources.

Each table entry stores a token, an optional offset into the over-
flow table, and an array of flags. The overflow offset is used if the
token length is longer than the statically sized slot in the hash
table. In our prototype, each hash entry has 16 bytes provisioned
for tokens, which is the same as the datapath width. If the length
of a token is longer than these 16 bytes, the remainder of the token
is stored in contiguous entries in the overflow table, which the
overflow offset points to. The overflow table entries are also flagged
whether each entry is the last entry for this token.

The flag array consists of multiple pairs of valid and negative
flags. The valid flag specifies whether it is a valid entry in the cuckoo
hash, and the negative flag specifies whether this query term is
negative (¬), meaning this token should not exist in the log line.
Each pair of flags is used to encode whether a token exists in each of
the N intersection sets (∩). As a result, the number of intersection
sets MithriLog can support in a query is limited by the number
of flag pairs in the hash table. Our prototype provisions eight flag
pairs, supporting a union set (∪) of up to eight intersection sets.

“rhel_4_amd64/rel” addr …

…

Overflow BufferCuckoo Hash

“Valid” “Negative”

“IdoMarshalerRecv” 0 …

“open_demux” 0 …

“error” 0 …

“Memory” 0 …

“ease/build/panfs” 0

“/ips/pan_ips.c:1” 0

“43” 1

“Last”
Overflow offset

N (8)

Queries

R (256)

Rows

Figure 5: MithriLog achieves wire-speed token matching us-
ing a cuckoo hash, coupled with an overflow buffer for long
tokens.

4.2.3 Query Filtering Process. During querying, each token from
the tokenizer is hashed using the two hash functions in order to
access the hash tables, as well as the overflow table if the query
is longer than the datapath. The two hash entries are compared
against the input token, where at most one token will match. If no
entry matches, this input token can be ignored. If a match exists,
the flag array of the matched entry is used to update an array of
bitmaps used to keep track of whether all query terms in each
intersection set exist in the log line. This process is shown in more
detail in Figure 6, using a simple configuration with only three flag
pairs specifying three intersection sets. The query also includes
three bitmaps of size 256, which will be described in more detail
below.

For each log line, the engine keeps N bitmaps of width R. For
example, when using a hash table configuration with 256 entries
and three flag pairs, the engine will keep track of three bitmaps,
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N Flag pairs from 

matched hash entry

(e.g., hash idx=2)

…

…

…

Bitmap for each

flag pair

…

…

…

Query bitmap

==?

Keep line if any bitmap

exactly matches

==?

==?

set if valid

256

Figure 6: One bitmap is used to keep track of whether each
intersection set in the query is satisfied. Example shows
three intersection sets in a hash table with 256 rows.

each with 256 bits. Each bitmap corresponds to an intersection set,
and each bit in the bitmap corresponds to an entry in the hash table.

Each input flag pair is first checked whether the valid flag is set.
If not, this token is of no interest to the query and is ignored. If the
valid flag is set, and the negative flag is also set, this line violates
the negative term condition, and the corresponding intersection set
is marked as not satisfied. If avalid flag is set and the negative bit is
not set, then this token is part of the query. The index of this token
in the hash table is used to update the bitmap of the corresponding
intersection set. For example, if the token is from entry number 2
in the hash table, and the first flag pair is valid but not negative, bit
number 2 of the first bitmap is set to 1.

After all tokens of a line has been processed, each line can be
filtered out without forwarding to software if one of two conditions
are met: First, all intersection sets violated the negative term con-
dition. Or, none of the bitmaps exactly match their corresponding
query bitmap, meaning one or more terms of the intersection set
does not exist in the input line. The query bitmap has bits set at all
cuckoo hash indices with both valid bit set and negative bit unset,
representing the positive terms in the intersection set that must be
satisfied. If any of the bitmaps is an exact match while not violating
the negative term condition, the log satisfies the query and can be
forwarded to software.

4.3 Use on Tree-Based Template Filtering
Our cuckoo hash-based filtering is flexible enough to support queries
beyond simple token presence, such as log filtering based on a
frequency tree-based template library. Specifically, we target log
templates based on the Frequent Pattern Tree (FP-Tree) [16], where
tokens that occur more frequently in the dataset are located closer
to the root node. Figure 7 shows a small example parse tree, where
the global frequency of token occurrence in descending order is
A,B,C,D,E.

Normally, determining whether a line of tokens belongs to a
template requires sorting the tokens according to global frequency,
and then traversing the parse tree, each of which is an expensive
operation. Instead, since we are targeting log search and explo-
ration, we can map multiple templates of interest into our unions
of intersections query format. For example, traversing the tree for

template 1 involves visiting A, and then B, but not visiting its sib-
ling, C. However, because C has lower frequency than the leaf
node B, we do not need to explicitly check for ¬C. This can be
expressed with the boolean formula (A ∩ B). Template 3 can simi-
larly be mapped to ((A ∩C ∩ ¬B) ∩ D ∩ E). Since neither of these
two formulas involves using a union (∪) operator, we can join
both queries into the following single, offloadable query:(A ∩ B) ∪
((A ∩C ∩ ¬B) ∩ D ∩ E). This way, MithriLog can support querying
up to N templates at once, as long as the total tokens involved fit
into the R slots of the hash table.

We note that the engine can also trivially support not only
frequency tree-based templates, but also prefix tree-based tem-
plates where tokens appearing earlier in a line appear closer to
the root. To support prefix trees, a small field is added to the hash
table entry specifying the column each token should appear at, and
tokenizer modified to also emit an increasing column counter per
token. This does not change the performance datapath at all, still
supporting near wire-speed throughput.

5 LOG-OPTIMIZED COMPRESSION
MithriLog uses a high-performance hardware implementation of
a log compression algorithm to improve the effective bandwidth
of storage. In principle, any compression algorithm can be used,
as long as it is performant and effective enough to improve the
effective bandwidth of the storage beyond what is supported by
the token filter pipelines. However, most existing algorithms, even
hardware implementations of performance-optimized ones like LZ4,
do not support the multi-GB/s bandwidth MithriLog requires. To
remedy this, we have designed a log- and hardware-optimized com-
pression algorithm which trades a small amount of compression
efficiency for superior performance per chip resource utilization.
We justify our design with a detailed comparison of performance
and resource efficiency between hardware implementations of vi-
able compression algorithms in Section 7.3.

We call our algorithm LZAH, or LZ Aligned Header. We modify
the simple, high-performance LZRW1 compression algorithm [74]
for high performance and low chip resource utilization, while main-
taining effective compression of logs. Much like LZRW1, LZAH
uses a hash table to discover recent occurrence of each word. If a
recent occurrence is discovered, a single-bit header and the table
index are emitted. If not, a single-bit header and the literal word are
emitted. On this basis, LZAH introduces two new characteristics to
facilitate efficient, high-performance compression accelerators: (1)
most of the algorithm is word-aligned, and (2) it groups multiple

A

B C

E D

E

Template 1

Template 2

Template 3

Figure 7: Three templates in an example frequent template
tree.
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header-payload pairs into chunks. The performance and efficiency
evaluations of LZAH and the hardware decompressor implementa-
tion are presented in Section 7.3.

First, LZAH removes the requirement of costly variable-amount
shifters in hardware by moving a fixed, word-size window across
the input stream in fixed-size, word-aligned steps. As this word size
dictates the amount of data processed per hardware clock cycle,
our current implementation uses a wide, 16-byte word to match
the width of the filter datapath. Figure 8 illustrates an overview of
this process. However, moving the window in word-aligned steps
instead of sub-words results in a significant drop in compression
efficiency. LZAH reclaims some of this performance by specially
treating the newline (\n) character, exploiting the fact that patterns
in logs appear at similar positions in each line. When a newline
character is encountered, the window moves to the character im-
mediately after the newline character, instead of advancing in the
same fixed-size unit. The current word is padded with zero bits
after the newline for storing in the hash table, such that characters
from the next line are not included.

LZAH achieves further efficiency by grouping multiple headers
and corresponding payloads into larger chunks, and aligning the
chunks at word boundaries. In our implementation, we group 128
header-payload pairs in each chunk to match the size of the col-
lected header to the datapath width. Figure 9 shows an example
LZAH-compressed file with 128 header-payload pairs grouped into
chunks, as well as padding between chunks and at the end of the
page. Since headers are aligned at word boundaries, the decoder
can parse chunk headers without shifting. As a result, parsing pay-
loads can be done with efficient, multy-cycle shifters without losing
performance. Furthermore, each compressed data in each storage
page can be decompressed independently by aligning chunks at
page boundaries.

As a result, LZAH supports extremely simple and efficient de-
coder implementations, as seen in Figure 10. All input word are
either header chunks, which is stored in shift registers, or payload

8 KB Page

16 Byte Header Variable-Length Payload Padding

Figure 9: Compressed files are aligned both at word and page
boundaries. Word size is 16 bytes in our prototype.

chunks, which is iteratively parsed by the multi-cycle shifter ac-
cording to the header bits. The shifter is also aware of chunk sizes,
and flushes remaining padding bits every time all payloads per
chunk are parsed and emitted. According to the header bits, the
shifted value can be interpreted as hash table indices, or as literal
words by the downstream modules.

If the resulting word has a newline character, depending on the
decompressor configuration it can either emit a zero-padded word
to make the tokenizer’s work easier, or another multi-cycle shifter
can be used to shift down the subsequent word and remove the
padding bits added during encoding.

>>

Multi-Cycle Shifter

shamt

Decode Literal?

Figure 10: LZAH allows extremely efficient decoder imple-
mentations.

6 IN-STORAGE INVERTED INDEX
MithriLog also includes an efficient, storage-optimized inverted
index for fast querying, which allows us to realistically evaluate
complex queries on MithriLog against off-the-shelf log analytics
platforms such as Splunk. Inverted index is one of the most popular
methods to quickly locate information in unstructured text data,
and is used by many prominent systems including Splunk and
Elasticsearch [26, 62, 83]. Our in-storage inverted index emphasizes
a simple design with a small memory footprint to maintain low host
resource requirements, especially during ingest. It also focuses on
extensibility and efficient use of storage bandwidth. Our in-memory
footprint is around 256 MB during steady operation, and is fast
enough to saturate even the near-storage accelerator bandwidth.

We also emphasize that while we demonstrate the efficiency and
performance of MithriLog using our inverted index implementation,
the core, near-storage accelerator platform can be coupled with any
indexing strategy that accesses storage, including those used by
other state-of-the-art systems, as long as the index can generate a
stream of page addresses for the accelerator.

Figure 11 shows the overall structure of our inverted index im-
plementation. The storage layout consists of index pages and data
pages, where data pages store the log text in compressed format.
The index implementation includes an in-memory hash table, as
well as a linked list in storage. Each node in the linked list is an
in-storage tree. Each in-memory hash table entry includes a small,
fixed-size buffer of in-storage data page offsets that each token ap-
pears in. The in-storage index is used only for hash indices where
the number of pages exceed the array capacity. In our prototype
implementation, the per-index buffer size is 16 page addresses.

6.1 Using Linked List of Trees
The in-storage index consists of a linked list of shallow trees, each
with height of two. This design aims to take advantage of the sim-
plicity of a linked list-based index, while still saturating flash/SSD
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Figure 11: Inverted index of the MithriLog prototype uses
two hash functions, each pointing to a linked list of tree
nodes.

performance. While the latency of flash storage is superior to me-
chanical disks, traversing a linked list can still result in low per-
formance due to its latency-bound nature. For example, a storage
device with a reasonable 100µs latency can only visit 10,000 in-
dex nodes per second. To saturate a 4 GB/s PCIe SSD within these
boundaries, each index node must store page indices of over 100
4 KB data pages. This simple approach can result in very large mem-
ory requirements. This is because during ingest, partially full index
nodes must be buffered in memory until they are filled, at which
point they can be flushed to storage. Maintaining write buffers for
hundreds of elements for all hash table entries can quickly exceed
multiple GBs of memory footprint.

Our design reduces the memory requirement by making the
index nodes smaller, only 16 entries in the prototype, without sac-
rificing performance. The new in-storage index structure divides
each linked list node into a small N-ary tree with a height of two.
The root nodes of each tree form a linked list, and are stored in index
pages in storage. The leaf nodes are stored in a pool of leaf pages.
This layout is presented in Figure 11. Since each latency-bound
linked list node visit results in many parallel leaf node accesses,
this approach can achieve high performance by retrieving enough
data page addresses per linked list node access, even when root and
leaf node sizes are much smaller than the index node sizes required
by the naive index list approach. In our prototype, the size of the
root and leaf nodes are both 16 elements, resulting in 256 data page
accesses per root node visit. Furthermore, this uniformly growing
structure has very low overhead for append-only data patterns such
as logs.

6.2 Using Two Hash Functions
In order to allow correct operation with small table sizes, we use
the hash table as a probabilistic structure which does not keep track
of the actual tokens hashed to each index. This avoids the issue of
hash table entries running out with many tokens, but also means
more than one token can be mapped to each index. While this still
results in correct operations since unnecessary data will be filtered
out by the filtering engine, it may incur performance overhead if a
query token shares an index with another very common token.

To remedy this issue, the hash table is indexed by two hash
functions. During index construction, the page addresses for each
token is pushed into the index with the lesser number of total pages
so far. Each hash table entry also includes a counter to keep track
of this. During querying, entries for both hash tables are accessed.
By spreading tokens with large occurrences across two indices, our
experiences showed this method has a statistically lower number
of pages accessed compared to using a single hash function.

6.3 Querying Tokens
Constructing the linked list is done by inserting new nodes into
the head of the list, because updating older nodes already in stor-
age will incur performance overhead. As a result, traversing the
list starting from the hash table returns data page addresses in re-
vere chronological order. During querying data page addresses are
first read into memory and their order reversed. Thankfully this
overhead is not very high, first because each element represents
a page, and also because when two or more tokens are given as
query predicates, the intersection of the resulting lists can first be
calculated in read order, before reversing the likely much smaller
list.

In order to support time-based queries, our design also supports
snapshots. Whenever the number of leaf pages created since the
last timestamp created exceeds a certain threshold, the whole in-
memory hash table is flushed to storage, and a separate tree-based
data structure keeps track of the index pages created during the
flush, along with the time of the flush event. This allows coarse-
grained time-based indexing into the log structure.

7 EVALUATION
We evaluate MithriLog in the context of complex search queries,
and show that MithriLog is a desirable system for log analytics.
The near-storage configuration coupled with efficient compression
significantly improves the effective performance of the storage de-
vice, and the hardware implementation of the token-based query
filter can make use of the improved performance by delivering an
order of magnitude higher performance compared to software im-
plementations. Coupled with a compact in-storage inverted index,
MithriLog can not only improve performance, but also dramati-
cally reduce the system resource requirements, as well as power
consumption of high-performance log analytics.

7.1 Datasets and Benchmarks
We evaluate our system using the real-world HPC4 log dataset [47],
which is the largest open system log dataset we could find. The log
dataset consists of log files from four supercomputer deployments in
Sandia National Labs and Lawrence Livermore National Labs. These
logs have been used widely in the research community to evaluate
analytics methods including system fault and alert detection [17,
48, 61, 86]. Table 1 describes the datasets of interest.

In order to evaluate a realistic workload untainted by human
biases, we have used a machine-extracted set of queries generated
by the FT-tree method [84, 85], which constructs a parse tree with
the more commonly occurring terms near the root. FT-tree is a
modern log parsing method, which has shown success in many
log analytics use cases such as anomaly detecting using neural
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BGL2 Liberty2 Spirit2 Thunderbird
Lines (M.) 4.7 265.5 272.2 211.2
Size (GB) 0.7 30 38 30
Templates 93 197 241 125

Table 1: Logs span hundreds of millions of lines and dozens
of GBs, queried using machine-extracted template queries.

networks [41]. We have used configuration parameters presented
in the original paper to construct a parse tree with hundreds of
templates for each dataset. The number of templates extracted from
each dataset is also presented in Table 1.

We evaluate the performance of each system using all generated
queries, as well as a library of batched queries. Batched queries
include 100 random combinations of two query pairs connected
using OR, as well as 16 random combinations of eight queries. The
same set of randomly generated combinations were used for all
systems tested.

7.2 Evaluation Platforms
We implemented a prototypeMithriLog system usingMIT’s BlueDBM
near-storage accelerator prototyping platform [24], configured for
performance similar to a common NVMe storage device with a PCIe
Gen3 ×4 link, specifically the Samsung SmartSSD platform [33]. We
do not use the SmartSSD for this work since it separates the FPGA
and SSD by a PCIe link, not allowing the FPGA to take advantage
of the high internal bandwidth.

Figure 12 shows the platform configuration. It consists of four
BlueDBM storage cards, each supporting up to 1.2 GB/s bandwidth,
plugged into two Xilinx VC707 FPGA development boards con-
nected over a 20 Gbps Aurora link, collectively emulating a single
storage device. Only one FPGA board is connected to the host via a
PCIe Gen2 ×8 link, delivering up to 3.1 GB/s of useful bandwidth
via DMA.

Four MithriLog pipelines were instantiated across the two FP-
GAs. Each running at 200 MHz, the four pipelines were able to
effectively make use of the backing storage bandwidth, as described
in Section 7.4. Table 2 shows the chip resource utilization of a single
MithriLog pipeline, as well as the total resource utilization of our
prototype on a VC707 FPGA, including PCIe, flash controllers, and
aurora links. The decompressor and tokenizer modules are small
enough to allow wide replication for high performance.

Module LUTs RAMB36 RAMB18
1x Decompr. 4,245 (1.4%) 4 (0.4%) 0 (0%)
1x Tokenizer 1,134 (0.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

1x Filter 30,334 (10%) 10 (1%) 2 (0.1%)
1x Pipeline 61,698 (20%) 66 (6.4%) 18 (0.9%)

Total 225,793 (74%) 430 (41%) 43 (2%)
Table 2: Chip resource utilization of MithriLog on VC707.

This is a realistic configuration for an SSD device with near-
storage acceleration. Each VC707 board can support up to two
BlueDBM cards, and the two board configuration emulates a de-
vice with internal bandwidth higher than the PCIe link. The four

VC707

BlueDBM Card

BlueDBM Card

VC707

BlueDBM Card

BlueDBM Card

Host Server

Aurora (20 Gbps)
PCIe (3.1 GB/s)

4.8 GB/s total

over 4x cards
MithriLog Storage

Figure 12: Four BlueDBM cards are used to emulate reason-
able performance.

BlueDBM cards add up to 4.8 GB/s of bandwidth, 1.5× the effective
PCIe bandwidth at 3.1 GB/s. This is a realistic performance differen-
tial considering the 1.8× internal to external difference published by
Samsung [27]. The total capacity of the two last-generation Virtex
7 FPGAs are also similar to the single KU15P FPGA used in the
Samsung SmartSSD device [33].

Performance comparisons were done using state-of-the-art data-
base and log analytics platforms MonetDB [2, 21] and Splunk [62],
running on a machine with 12-thread Intel i7-8700K CPU as well as
four DDR-4 2133 DRAM cards adding up to 32 GB. This machine is
also equipped with a RAID-0 array of two Samsung SSD 970 EVO
Plus NVMe storage, adding up to 2 TB of capacity and 7 GB/s of
measured peak storage bandwidth. Table 3 summarizes the relevant
performance numbers. We emphasize that the storage performance
of the comparison system is much higher than MithriLog, to err on
the side of caution in comparing performance.

MithriLog Comparison
Computation 2x Virtex-7 i7-8700K

Storage Bandwidth 3.1 GB/s (PCIe) 7 GB/s
4.8 GB/s (Internal)

Table 3: Computation and storage of compared platforms.

7.3 Compression Evaluation
7.3.1 Accelerator Resource Efficiency. The LZAH compression al-
gorithm enables significantly higher effective bandwidth of stor-
age, via efficient compression and fast decompression performance.
We used a modestly sized 16 KB hash table for compression, and
achieved an average of 5.96× compression over the four datasets.
As for throughput, our decompression accelerator has determin-
istic performance, always emitting a word of decompressed data
per cycle. Running at 200 MHz, it consistently delivers 3.2 GB/s of
uncompressed data regardless of compression efficiency.

Table 4 compares the resource efficiency of FPGA implementa-
tions of prominent performance-oriented compression algorithms,
implemented on similar Xilinx FPGAs. One LZAH pipeline achieves
higher throughput compared to all other algorithms, at a lower re-
source utilization (1,000 LUTs) compared to all but LZRW. LZAH
achieves superior resource efficiency in terms of bandwidth per
LUT. As MithriLog with LZAH already uses 70% of the available
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Algorithm GB/s KLUT GB/s/KLUT Source
LZ4 1.68 35 0.048 [76]

LZRW 0.175 0.64 0.27 [20]
Snappy 1.72 35 0.049 [77]
LZAH 3.2 4 0.8 This

Table 4: The hardware-optimized LZAH algorithm achieves
superior performance per chip resources (GB/s/KLUT).

chip resources, no other algorithm presented can maintain our target
wire-speed performance within chip resource limitations.

7.3.2 Compression Efficiency. Table 5 compares the compression
ratios of LZAH compared to LZRW1, LZ4, and Gzip. Compared to
other algorithms, LZAH trades more compression effectiveness for
better performance and less chip resource utilization, because its
foremost goal is to improve the effective bandwidth of the storage
device. It achieves its purpose, and provides high enough compres-
sion ratio and decompression performance to saturate the accelera-
tor performance (shown in Section 7.4) at a small enough resource
utilization level to leave space for performant filtering engine de-
ployment, as seen in Table 2. It even achieves better compression
efficiency compared to LZRW1 on some datasets.

7.4 Filtering Engine Performance
7.4.1 Accelerator Throughput Analysis. As discussed in Section 4,
all sub-components of the filtering engine are replicated to support
16 bytes of useful data processed per cycle. The decompressor
invariably emits 16 bytes per cycle, and the eight tokenizers ingest
16 bytes per cycle, each tokenizer ingesting two bytes per cycle.
The only variable in performance is the percentage of tokens that
are shorter than 16 bytes. If too many tokens are short, the number
of padding bits in the tokenized datapath would negatively affect
performance.

Figure 13 shows the percentage of useful bits in the tokenized
datapath, excluding padding bits. Generally, about half of the 16
bytes tokenized datapath is useful data. This observation has driven
the design of the filtering engine. For example, the 16-byte datapath
is a balance between bandwidth and the ratio of padding bits. An
8-byte datapath was too slow, requiring too many pipelines, and the
performance benefits of a 32-byte datapath were limited due to too
many padding bits. Furthermore, the hash filter module is replicated
twice to account for this decrease in effective bandwidth. The eight
tokenizers in each pipeline is divided into exclusive groups of two,
each group connected to one hash filter. Each replicated pipeline

BGL2 Liberty2 Spirit2 Thunderbird
LZAH 2.63x 3.85x 6.60x 7.35x

LZRW1 4.39x 5.79x 6.00x 3.89x
LZ4 5.95x 27.27x 27.14x 9.68x
Gzip 11.82x 47.93x 45.04x 15.79x

Table 5: Compression effectiveness against other algo-
rithms.

ingests 8 bytes of un-tokenized data per cycle, and processes maxi-
mum 16 bytes of tokenized data per cycle including padding bits.
Considering the data amplification, two such pipelines adds up to
statistically 16 bytes of useful data processed per cycle, which is
the maximum bandwidth supported by the datapath.
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Figure 13: Percentage of useful bits in the tokenized datap-
ath.

Figure 14 shows the total effective throughput across the four
filtering engine pipelines, based on howmuch actual, decompressed
text is processed per second. The total throughput of the filtering
engines span between 11 GB/s and 12 GB/s for all datasets, almost
four times the PCIe bandwidth.

The upper bound of achievable performance is set by the four
decompressor pipelines, which can deliver a total of 12.8 GB/s
of decompressed bandwidth given sufficiently high storage band-
width. While the high compression ratio of LZAH coupled with
the 4.8 GB/s internal bandwidth of the backing storage device was
enough to keep the four pipelines completely busy, there is a slight
performance difference between the filtering engines and the max-
imum decompressor performance. This difference comes from
various sources, including the ratio of useful bits in the tokenized
datapath, as presented in Figure 13. It also comes from the im-
balance between lengths of consecutive log lines, causing certain
tokenizers to become the bottleneck for short periods of time.

We also notice that for the datasets Liberty2, Spirit2, and
Thunderbird, LZAH provided enough compression to keep the
four decompressors always completely busy. However, the com-
pression ratio of BGL2 is relatively low, as seen in Table 5, result-
ing in a slightly lower performance of 12.62 GB/s. However, even
then the effective bandwidth of the decompressed stream was fast
enough to keep the filter engine busy. For Liberty2, Spirit2, and
Thunderbird, adding more pipelines to the same storage device
will improve performance, but for BGL2, we have reached to limit
of performance attainable with the backing storage.

7.4.2 Comparison Against Optimized Software. We first evaluate
the performance of our token filtering engine independently from
other database effects such as indexing, against a well-optimized
software implementation. We have chosen MonetDB as it has of-
ten demonstrated to be one of the fastest SQL databases [44]. We
have also experimented with other platforms including grep, but
we present MonetDB as it consistently delivered highest perfor-
mance, especially due to its column-oriented compression helping
overcome the PCIe bottleneck.
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Figure 14: Near-storage configuration and compression to-
gether support much higher filtering bandwidth than PCIe.

In order to separate the text performance of MonetDB from other
database effects including indexes and column-oriented operations,
we store all lines for each dataset in a table with a single VARCHAR
column, forcing MonetDB to scan the whole table for each query.
We emphasize that performance including indexing effects are com-
pared and presented in the following subsection. MithriLog was
also configured to not use the inverted index, and scan the whole
dataset for each query.

Performance was compared using effective throughput, calculated
by dividing the original size of each dataset by the time elapsed
per query. This means the effective throughput can exceed storage
performance if compression or indexing is used effectively. Each
system executed the single and combination benchmarks described
in Section 7.1.

Figure 15 shows the performance histogram of MonetDB and
MithriLog for the four datasets. We note that the x-axis of Figure 15
is not linear, in order to better present the performance distribution.

Given the higher bandwidth of the storage device equipped for
MonetDB compared to MithriLog (Table 3), the overall lower perfor-
mance of MonetDB shows that processing is largely bottlenecked
by computation performance of the CPU. In contrast, MithriLog
performance is constantly high thanks to the high throughput of
hardware accelerators, reporting over 11 GB/s of effective through-
put regardless of query contents.

For MonetDB, single queries typically show higher performance
compared to larger combinations, showing the histogram distribu-
tion moving left with larger combination queries. This is likely due
to the computation bottleneck of text processing as more terms
are involved. Storage performance profiling also reinforces this
assessment, as typically less than 1 GB/s of bandwidth usage was
observed, while all cores on the CPU were running at maximum
capacity. For BGL2, MonetDB incurred no storage access after the
very first query loaded the small dataset entirely into memory, but
still resulted in similar levels of effective throughput.

Table 6 also presents the average effective bandwidth of the 1-,
2- and 8-query combinations on MonetDB and MithriLog, as well
as the average improvement over total number of queries, for all
datasets. MithriLog demonstrates significantly better performance,
often above an order of magnitude, thanks to not only the hardware
accelerator performance, but also the effective storage performance

improvement due to the near-storage configuration and compres-
sion.

7.4.3 Comparison Against Existing Accelerators. Compared to a
hypothetical log analytics accelerator with state-of-the-art imple-
mentations of general-purpose compression and regular expres-
sion matching, MithriLog achieves superior performance within
resource restrictions.

For example, HARE [13] implements log querying based on
regular expression matching, and achieves 400 MB/s with 12% (~55K
Logic Elements) of an Intel Arria V SoC FPGA. Assuming similar
capabilities betweenArria V Logic Elements and Virtex 7 Logic Cells
for a back-of-the-envelope estimation, a HARE accelerator coupled
with a resource-efficient LZRW accelerator [20] requires about 145K
LUTs per 1 GB/s of bandwidth. On the contrary, MithriLog with
LZAH only requires about 19K LUTs per 1 GB/s, almost an order
of magnitude better efficiency.

7.5 End-To-End Query Evaluation
We also compare the end-to-end query performance of MithriLog
against a prominent log analytics platform, Splunk. MonetDB was
not used for this experiment because it is difficult to effectively
map free-form text, such as the logs under observation, to regularly
structured relational databases such as MonetDB. On the other
hand, log analytics platforms such as Splunk are optimized for free
text processing using structures such as inverted indices. Splunk
was not used for the previous token filtering experiment because
we could not find a way to disable or restrict the indices in Splunk
without changing the quality of the output.

Another characteristic of Splunk is that each search query is
handled by a single thread, meaning the advantage of parallelism
is only available if many search queries are issued concurrently.
In order to perform a fair comparison in favor of Splunk, we first
measured the elapsed time for each query in Splunk, and divided it
by the number of hyper-threads — 12 in our test platform across 6
physical cores — in order to get the amortized, upper-bound per-
formance. Considering Intel’s advertised benefit of hyperthreading
is 30% at most [22] we are choosing to err on the side of caution,
in favor of Splunk by deciding to divide by 12 instead of 7.8, as
(6 × 1.3 = 7.8). We also notice that other management functionali-
ties of Splunk often added almost 100% processing overhead on top
of the search query thread, resulting in two cores being completely
occupied during a single query. However, we decided to again err

System BGL2 Liberty2 Spirit2 Thunderbird
MonetDB1 2.57 0.64 2.84 0.65
MithriLog1 11.2 11.55 11.8 11.64
MonetDB2 1.53 0.24 0.16 0.24
MithriLog2 11.2 11.55 11.8 11.64
MonetDB8 0.58 0.07 0.05 0.06
MithriLog8 11.2 11.55 11.8 11.64

Average 5.82x 23.91x 6.01x 84.79x
Improve.

Table 6: Average effective throughput of batched queries in
GB/s.
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(a) Query performance with the BGL2 dataset.
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(b) Query performance with the Liberty2 dataset.
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(c) Query performance with the Spirit2 dataset.
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(d) Query performance with the Thunderbird dataset.

Figure 15: Performance histogram shows hardware filtering demonstrating consistently superior performance against Mon-
etDB.
(Right is better)

on the side of caution for fair comparison, and assume each Splunk
search query takes at most a single thread to service.

Figure 16 shows the scatter plot of the query time differences be-
tween MithriLog and Splunk, for all single and combination queries
tested. Thanks to the effectiveness of the inverted index implemen-
tations in both Splunk and MithriLog, most of the queries finish
in sub-second latency. However, the index structures were not al-
ways completely effective, especially with queries with multiple
negative terms (e.g., "NOT A"), requiring a large subset of the log
file to be loaded and processed. Such queries appear as data points
clustered around the left-side edge of the scatter plots, because the
increased processing requirements affect the performance of Splunk
more than they affect MithriLog. Table 7 presents the average per-
formance improvement of MithriLog over Splunk, calculated by
comparing the total execution time for all tested queries per dataset.
MithriLog demonstrates an order of magnitude better performance
and sometimes even more, on the total set of queries we tested.
We further emphasize that the elapsed time for Splunk used for
comparison was after dividing the measured time with the number
of threads (12).

BGL2 Liberty2 Spirit2 Thunderbird
9.93 352.26 201.20 86.32

Table 7: Average performance improvement over Splunk.

For example, one of the shorter automatically generated queries
for the liberty2 dataset is ("failed" AND NOT "pbs_mom:").
Our inverted index implementation was only able to reduce the
number of storage page reads by 30%. This represents 22 GB of
uncompressed data for the token filter to process. We suspect the
index of Splunk had similar levels of success. This query took 561
seconds for Splunk, resulting in the plotted elapsed time to be 561÷
12 = 46 seconds. Meanwhile, MithriLog was able to complete the
query in around two seconds end-to-end, including index structure
access. Considering the lower bound performance for MithriLog is
an elapsed time of 2.6 seconds — when the index completely fails
and the whole file needs to be processed — MithriLog demonstrates
over an order of magnitude performance improvement for large
search queries.

One relevant observation regarding templates generated by FT-
tree, and also how we translate them to queries for Splunk, is that
many of the complex queries involving many query terms included
a very large number of negative terms and a small number of posi-
tive ones. We also tried removing all NOT terms from the queries
and leaving only the potentially small number of partitive terms,
to evaluate the performance impact of such terms on Splunk. This
change resulted in at most 2× performance difference, not signifi-
cantly changing the performance relationship between Splunk and
MithriLog even if such a change was allowed.
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Figure 16: MithriLog consistently demonstrates superior performance against Splunk for complex queries.
(Lower right is better for Splunk, upper left is better for MithriLog. Note the two axes have different scales.)

7.6 Power Performance Evaluation
Table 8 presents the power consumption breakdown of the two
platforms. Each BlueDBM storage is powered via a separate power
plug, whose power consumption can be measured using wall port
power monitors. We measured each of the two VC707 FPGA boards
consuming about 18 Watts during steady state processing, and each
of the four BlueDBM storage cards about 6 to 7Watts. The BlueDBM
storage cards are prototypes that are more power-hungry compared
to the optimized, off-the-shelf storage devices used by the software
systems. MithriLog’s power efficiency should improve even further
with better-optimized hardware platforms. The accelerated stor-
age devices in total consumes about 60 W of power under load, a
similar number as the one published for Samsung’s SmartSSD [33].
Since we did not have a way to measure the PCIe-attached SSDs
used for the software system, we used the numbers published by
Samsung [57], and subtracted them from the total measured power
consumption to calculate the CPU and memory power.

The measurements show that by using power-efficient FPGAs
for computation, the total power consumption of the system actu-
ally decreased. Since performance has improved by over an order
of magnitude, resulting power efficiency is also over an order of
magnitude higher compared to state-of-the-art software systems.

Component MithriLog Software
CPU+Memory (Watt) 90 160
Total Storage (Watt) 24 10

2x FPGA (Watt) 36 0
Total (Watt) 150 170

Table 8: Estimated power consumption breakdown of the
two platforms.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We present MithriLog, a log analytics platformwith near-storage ac-
celerators. MithriLog improves the effective bandwidth of the back-
ing storage to match the accelerator performance by positioning
itself near-storage, and also by using a high-throughput compres-
sion accelerator. Coupled with an inverted index implementation,
MithriLog demonstrates over an order of magnitude performance
improvements above state-of-the art log analytics platforms includ-
ing Splunk, for complex queries such as tree-based template search.
MithriLog also reduces the overall power consumption of the sys-
tem by replacing CPU threads with FPGA accelerators, resulting in a
dramatic power efficiency improvement. We project MithriLog can
greatly benefit applications such as large-scale system monitoring
and intrusion detection in both cloud and resource-restricted edge
environments. Furthermore, near-storage acceleration approaches
like MithriLog will become more important in the future, as storage
performance scaling outpace communication and general-purpose
computation.

We are also actively working on building higher-order log ana-
lytics accelerators that process the output of the MithriLog system,
such as neural networks for intrusion detection, join operations,
and data mining. Another ongoing effort is expanding the template-
based query capabilities. Targets include matching other template
structures such as regular expressions, as well as exploring wire-
speed methods for tagging each log line with template IDs.
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